
S P E C S
Stainless Steel Bypass Pruners

Rotating & Locking Handle

All-locking Blades

6061-T6 Anodized Aluminum Body

Soft-wire Cutters

420HC Stainless Steel Clip-point Knife

Saw

Sprinkler-head Adjustment Key

Phillips Screwdriver

Flat Screwdriver

Bottle Opener

Nylon Sheath with Clip

Diamod-coated File

Open-end Wrench

Weight: 11.2 oz | 318 g 

Length: 8.5 in. | 21.59 cm

GENUS™
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AGGRESSIVE
The open-tooth design of the saw resists filling up 
when working in damp or sappy environments.

STRONG
Stainless steel bypass pruners can cut materials 
up to ¾” in diameter. 

UNIQUE
Rotating and locking handle gives you quick, easy 
access to the tools you need.

AMBIDEXTROUS
Pruners can be locked just as easily using your  
left-hand as your right. 

DOUBLE-TIME
Sprinkler head adjustment key works on all major 
brands and doubles as a flat screwdriver. 

SHARP
Leatherman blades are known for their extremely 
sharp edges and the 420HC stainless steel pruner 
head is no exception. 
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25-YEAR WARRANTY
Leatherman Tool Group, Inc. 
proudly stands behind our 
products. If you ever have 
a problem with a genuine 
Leatherman tool, you can 
count on us to make it right 
with fast warranty service 
for a full 25 years from the 
purchase date.



GENUS™ PROFESSIONAL-GRADE PRUNER
Take everything you know about professional pruners and turn it on its head. 

Or in the case of the new Genus™ from Leatherman…Rotate it. These new 

pruners feature an industry-first: A rotating handle that stores a full set 

of professional tools. Just push the button and flip the handle around and 

you’ll find a knife, Phillips screwdriver, sprinkler head adjustment tool/flat 

screwdriver, bottle opener and very aggressive saw. 

NOW YOU’RE READY
When pruning is all you need, the tools are neatly tucked away and the 

comfort-sculpted design makes acres of work feel like inches. The heat-

treated, anodized aluminum body gives Genus the optimum balance of 

weight, durability, and corrosion resistance. The 420HC stainless steel tools 

and pruner give it the strength to be called a Leatherman.

ACCESSORIES
Included with this professional-grade pruning tool is a diamond-coated that 

doubles as an open-end wrench to adjust the pruner nut when necessary. 

With all these features, replaceable cutting blades and spring, heavy-

duty nylon sheath, and because it’s backed by legendary Leatherman 

engineering and quality control, this may (unfortunately for us) just be the 

last landscaping tool you ever need to buy. 

THE LEATHERMAN DIFFERENCE
Leatherman is known for producing the world’s most precisely engineered 

multi-tools and knives; our manufacturing standards remain unmatched in the 

industry today. With the new Genus™ the Leatherman tradition of innovation, 

tight specifications, and premium materials continues to endure. Our expertise 

doesn’t end with our products—it also shows in our service. Competitive 

pricing, prompt delivery, excellent customer service and outstanding warranty 

support round out our dedication and commitment to you.
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Pruner adjustment 
wrench and 
diamond-coated 
file comes with 
Genus


